RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
Equivalence and Comparability (E & C) Framework

**EQUIVALENCE**

Elements related to Equivalence must comply with RMIT University’s standards for all course offerings
Measured by direct reference to policies, procedures, guidelines and strategic directions

**ELEMENTS**
- Learning outcomes
- Learning activities
- Work Integrated Learning (WIL) strategies*
- Learning resources
- Assessment requirements & types
- Internationalisation strategies
- Teaching quality
- Course management

**COMPARABILITY**

Elements related to Comparability can be adapted to suit local factors, and the student profile
Measured by relevance of local factors and fitness for purpose

**ELEMENTS**
- Assessment tasks
- Content relevance
- Learning activities
- WIL activities*
- Internationalisation of content

**Equivalence**

**Contextualisation**

**Customisation**

* Applicable to WIL courses only

E & C REVIEW PROCESS